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How to Adapt The Interoception Curriculum  
Kelly Mahler OTD, OTR/L 

 
There are countless ways to adapt The Interoception Curriculum to 
meet a variety of learning preferences. Overall, consider what is known 
about the learner. How do they learn best? How do you adapt other 
tasks to maximize their success? Use that information to inform how you 
present the curriculum. Take the following examples: 
 

 

If the learner benefits from visual supports, then increase the visual supports included in instruction. For 
example, provide a visual schedule of Focus Area Experiments to try; provide a choice board of several Focus 
Area Experiments and invite the learner to choose the experiment(s) of choice. 

If the learner benefits from repetition, then provide lots of repetition. For example, repeat the same Focus 
Area Experiments several times; repeat Focus Area Experiments making them slightly different each time—
perhaps squeeze different stress balls to see if there is a difference in the way the hands feel when squeezing 
each one. 

If the learner benefits from reducing language demands, then reduce language demands. For example, 
during Focus Area Experiments, rather than labeling the specific sensation noticed, they can identify if they 
like/don’t like the way it feels; or if the experiment makes their body feel different/same; or just yes/no (does 
this make your hands feel cold?). 

If the learner enjoys/benefits from watching themselves on video, then record them using the interoception-
based supports and invite them to re-watch. For example, record them doing a variety of Focus Area 
Experiments, creating a video library for each body part and how that body part can feel.   

If the learner benefits from active learning, then get up and get moving. For example, stage a variety of Focus 
Area Experiments at different stations in the room and invite the learner to scooter board, run, skip or hop in 
between each station; or do a variety of Focus Area Experiments or a Body Check while the learner is on a 
swing or bouncing on a yoga ball. 

If a learner benefits from predictability and close-ended tasks with clear endings, then make the 
interoception-based supports close-ended. For example, provide a visual schedule of Focus Area Experiments, 
checking them off as you go; put a time or number of reps on each Focus Area Experiment so that the end is 
clear.  

If the learner benefits from incorporating their favorite interest, then include their favorite interest. For 
example, invite the learner to do a Body Check on their favorite character by printing out picture of the 
character and guessing how several of their body parts feel. if the learner likes iPads, take a picture of the 
Descriptor Menu and, using the edit feature on the iPad, invite the learner to circle the sensations they notice 
during Focus Area Experiments. 
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Lessons From Our Interoception Journey 
Kelly Mahler OTD, OTR/L 

 
  

Lesson 1: 
There is no wrong way to feel.  

 

• We all have unique inner experiences.  
• The way one person’s body feels in a certain situation is different 

than the way another person’s body feels in the same situation.  
• We are all correct in our experience 

Lesson 2: 
We all have unique ways of 
describing/expressing our inner 
experiences. 

 

• The way we each express how we feel is uniquely different. 
Expression might be through actions, words, etc. 

• Body sensations may be experienced in words, shapes, colors, 
vibrations, patterns, actions, etc. 

• We need to get better at understanding each other   

Lesson 3: 
Labeling another person’s emotions is 
often not helpful. 

 

• It is difficult to accurately understand another’s inner 
experience especially between 2 different neurotypes 

• Rather than label, nurture inner curiosity 
• Seek to gain insights and understand another person’s inner 

experience 
Lesson 4: 
Use emotion words with caution. 

 

• Emotion words may have little meaning. Start with body 
signals. They can help to give concrete meaning to emotion 
words 

• A learner may have a different way of sorting out their inner 
body signals (e.g., this pattern equals ‘I need food’)  

Lesson 5:  
Not knowing how you feel is okay.  

• Not knowing how you feel is a more universal experience than 
what is advertised by “experts” 

• It can be helpful to get clearer on how you feel, but this stuff 
is messy and hard! 

Lesson 6: 
Not wanting to feel is okay.  

• Not wanting to feel is a very protective strategy in many cases 
• We want to offer the opportunity to add to a person’s 

protective strategies, helping a person ‘feel’ if they so choose 

Lesson 7:  
It is important to honor what your 
body needs to be comfortable (even 
at the expense of not pleasing other 
people!).  
 
 

 

• Undoing years of compliance training is hard work, but 
important for interoception growth: 

o You don’t need permission to take a break 
o You don’t need to seek a break in a way that is deemed 

appropriate by others 
o Feel free to be yourself and seek what you uniquely 

need for comfort 
o You should never need to earn your comfort 
o You should never need to apologize for dysregulation 
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WELCOME to our LIVE Online Course:
Best Practices for Implementing Interoception-Based Supports

Mahler & Rothschild 2021

We would love to hear from you. Please feel free to put your 
questions in the Q & A box at any point during the session. 

Kelly will answer questions during the last 45-60 minutes of the 
session

WELCOME to our LIVE Online Course:
Best Practices for Implementing Interoception-Based Supports

Mahler & Rothschild 2021

If you have any tech related questions, feel free to put them in the 
chat addressed to our team:

v Alison (support)
v Zach (support)
v Barb (support)

Trigger/
Content  
Warning:

•This topic may naturally invite 

you to reflect upon your inner 

body experience. 

•We will mention trauma and 

the significant impact that it 

can have on the interoceptive 

system. 

•Please participate in this 

course in a way that meets 

your comfort level.

Trigger/
Content  

Warning:
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Trigger/
Content  
Warning:

We will discuss the detrimental effects 

of compliance-based approaches and 

suggest a shift to a more empathetic 
interoception-based approach. If you 

are someone that has used compliance 

in the past, or you/your child has been 

subjected to compliance-based models, 
please know that you are not alone. We 

live in a society rooted in compliance. 

The important thing is to move forward 

and keep pace with the newest science 
and lived experience. Interoception-

based supports offer hope, healing and 

positive outcomes.

Trigger/
Content  

Warning:

Mahler © 2021

Your inner 
experience is 

always correct 
and valid

Module 
Outline

Important Concepts for the 
Course
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What is Interoception? 

Craig, 2002; Critchley et al., 2004

The Receptors in the Body 

+

The Insula in the Brain

=

Emotions/Body Needs+ =

Interoception
gives us information regarding 

how our body feels & what it needs for comfort/regulation. 

Mahler © 2021

WE ALL HAVE UNIQUE 
INTEROCEPTION EXPERIENCES!

Mahler & Rothschild © 2021

IA: a Sliding Scale

TOO BIGtoo small
• Strong

• Body signals are 
overpowering, 

distracting
• Many body signals 

noticed all at once

• Muted
• Body signals go 

completely unnoticed
• Body signals noticed

only when they are 
intense

(Mahler, 2019; Miller, Anzalone, Lane, Cermak, Osten, 2007; Endow, 2010)
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IA: a Sliding Scale

TO
O

 B
IG

To
o 

Sm
al

l
Anxiety

Hunger/Need for Food

Physical Exertion/Need for Rest

Need to Urinate

Pain

Mahler © 2021

Why are interoception-based supports so important?

Interoception serves as the 
foundation for many aspects of 
our life. 

Understanding your inner 
sensations, provides you with 
valuable information about what 
your body needs for:
• Comfort
• Regulation
• Health
• Well-Being
• Positive Social Connections

Module 
Outline

What are Interoception-
Based Supports?
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Interoception-based supports do seek to:

invite curiosity about body sensations in playful 
and safe ways (noticing the way my body feels)

increase self-understanding of the personal body 
sensations (what does this feeling mean for 
me?)

help the learner connect to strategies that 
promote comfort (what does my body need to 
feel safe & regulated?)

What are Interoception-Based Supports?

Mahler © 2021

Interoception-based supports do not seek to:
‘fix deficits’ 

make a learner more ‘typical’

modify a learner’s behavior

teach a learner the ‘right’ way to feel

force compliance—or demand that a learner 
participate in the work in order to receive a 
reinforcer

What are Interoception-Based Supports?

Mahler © 2021

What are Interoception-Based Supports?

Currently the only evidence-based intervention 
shown to enhance IA is Body Mindfulness

Noticing the way your body feels in the 
present moment
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What are Interoception-Based Supports?

Why traditional Body 
Mindfulness may not be a 
match:

– Too abstract 
– Requires a certain 

degree of cognition and 
attention

– Assumes a safe 
relationship with your 
body

Mahler © 2021

What are Interoception-Based Supports?

IA Builders:
Adapted forms of 

Body Mindfulness

• Chunked into 1 body part
• Evoked a stronger sensation 

that draws attention
• Learning while experiencing 

(real time learning)
• Visual & Language Supports
• Playful 
• Feeling, but out of the 

context of emotions

Squeeze a 
stress ball for 
10 seconds. 
How do your 
hands feel?

Mahler © 2021

Kelly’s favorite IA Builder: Focus Area Experiments
What are Interoception-Based Supports?

What are Focus Area 
Experiments?:

Activities that playfully evoke a 
stronger sensation in a specific 
body part to give practice:

• Noticing how that body part 
feels

• Describing how that body part 
feels

Also help to give concrete 
meaning to body sensations

1 2

4

6

3

5
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IA Builder: Everyday Focus Area Experiments

Free: 
www.kelly-mahler.com

Mahler © 2021

Kelly’s favorite IA Builder: Focus Area Experiments
What are Interoception-Based Supports?

© Mahler 2021

Take a deep breath in and hold it for 
three seconds. How do your lungs feel 
while holding your breath? Now blow 
all of your air out slowly, with a large 
haaaaaa breath. How do your lungs 
feel while you are breathing out?

Pyramid

© Mahler 2021

How do your hands feel during this 
exercise? Gently press each of your 
fingers into the wall one at a time. 
How do your hands feel while pressing 
your fingers into the wall?

Wall Push-ups

160 Focus Area 
Experiments

124 Focus Area 
Experiments

134 Focus Area 
Experiments

Mahler © 2021

Kelly’s favorite IA Builder: Focus Area Experiments
What are Interoception-Based Supports?

MOUTH

Hum a song. How does this make 
your mouth feel?

170 Focus Area 
Experiments

200 Focus Area 
Experiments
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Module 
Outline

8 Best Practices for 
Interoception-Based Supports

Mahler © 2021

What: Use of co-regulation where the supporters 
offer non-contingent comfort. 

Before: Promote Feelings of Regulation and Safety
Best Practice #1

Mahler © 2021

How:
• Know the learner and what their body needs to feel safe and 

regulated. 
– What sensory input is regulating? 
– Do they have enough support and predictability? 
– What could their ‘behavior’ reveal about how their body is currently feeling?

• Consider the environment and making adaptations to help the 
learner feel safe and regulated

– What in the environment could be causing distress/pain?

• Comfort offered proactively/reactively in a caring manner.
– Comfort is embedded throughout daily schedule
– Comfort is never withheld
– Comfort never needs to be earned
– Comfort never needs to be requested ‘appropriately’

Before: Promote Feelings of Regulation and Safety
Best Practice #1
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Why: In order to be motivated to shift attention 
internally:
• You need to feel safe in your environment
• You need to feel safe in your body

Before: Promote Feelings of Regulation and Safety
Best Practice #1

Mahler © 2021

What: It’s our primary job to help our learners feel 
safe with us. 

Before: Develop a Mutual Relationship
Best Practice #2

Mahler © 2021

How:
• Nurture an equal relationship that does not involve one 

person in power, dominating over the learner. 
• Seek to understand the learner and their experience at the 

deepest ‘why’ level possible
• Think deeply about ‘observable behaviors’. Help a learner 

feel better understood:

Before: Develop a Mutual Relationship
Best Practice #2

- Escape/Avoidance: I am noticing that something is causing 
discomfort in my body and I’m actively trying to protect my body 
from what is making me feel unsafe/uncomfortable. 

- Attention-seeking: I am noticing that my body has a need and I’m 
actively seeking a solution. 
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Why: If our learner feels safe with us, it creates a 
space where the learner may:
• Have more resources available for inner 

curiosity
• Want to try activities with us even when they 

might be new, hard, etc.

Before: Develop a Mutual Relationship
Best Practice #2

Mahler © 2021

What: Understand trauma and how to provide 
supports in a way that reduces the likelihood of re-
traumatization.  

Before: Be Trauma-Informed
Best Practice #3

Mahler © 2021

How: 
• Understand what can re-traumatize (e.g., feeling 

unseen/unheard, having no choice, use of 
punitive/coercive practices) 

• Seek out information on trauma-informed care: 
– Free resources from SAMHSA
– https://ncsacw.samhsa.gov/userfiles/files/SAMHSA_Trauma.pdf

Before: Be Trauma-Informed
Best Practice #3
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How: 
-Free Blog + Vlog
-On-Demand Course

Before: Be Trauma-Informed
Best Practice #3

Mahler © 2021

Why: Trauma causes IA Extremes
• If you are not operating in a trauma-informed 

manner,  you run the risk of re-traumatizing and 
adding to the inner confusion rather than helping 
the learner sort it out

Before: Be Trauma-Informed
Best Practice #3

Mahler © 2021

What: Interoception-supports are presented as an 
invitation to participation 

During: Invite Participation
Best Practice #4
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How: 
• Invite, not demand. Interoception work should never be 

presented as a demand that a person must complete in order to 
earn a reinforcer 

• If that learner doesn’t want to participate, then consider what we
need to change, how can we adapt what we are doing?:

– Does the learner need more co-regulation, to help their body feel safe? 
– Do we need to spend more time on developing a mutual relationship so 

that the learner feels safe with us?
– Are we presenting the supports in a way that is fun and playful, 

incorporating the learner’s interests?
– Are we presenting the supports in a way that is a match for their 

learning style? 
– Do we need more visual supports?
– Do we need to reduce the information presented?

• Interoception work should be done with the learner (not to them). 
Interoception is an everyone thing!

During: Invite Participation
Best Practice #4

Mahler © 2021

Why: Giving someone the choice and the autonomy 
over their body is extremely crucial to interoception 
growth. 
• One of the main goals of interoception-based work 

is to empower the learner with the self-
understanding needed to manage the way their 
body feels. So, if you are demanding participation, 
it is the exact opposite of helping them feel in-
control of their body’s needs

During: Invite Participation
Best Practice #4

Mahler © 2021

What: Seek to understand a person’s inner 
experience rather than assuming to know

During: Be Curious
Best Practice #5
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How: 
• Review the research on the Double Empathy Problem (Milton, 2012): many 

times, when we assume to understand a learner’s inner experience, we are 
wrong

• Whenever possible, ask the learner non-judgmental questions to gain more 
insight into their experience:

– Can you tell me more about that?
– What is that like for you?
– How does that make your body feel? 
– What do you think about that?

• Rather than labeling a learner’s emotions, use body-based curiosity and 
non-judgmental labeling

– No: “You look upset right now.”; or “That must have made you feel really sad”.
– Yes: ”I see your hands are squeezing. What is going on?”; or “I see you jumping up 

and down. How does your body feel?”
• Seek to understand ‘observable behaviors’ through an interoception lens:

– Could what you are observing be due in part to an unclear or overwhelming inner 
experience? (e.g., Self-injurious behavior an attempt to block sensory/medical pain; 
bowel leakage as missing the ‘feeling’ of needing to poop)

During: Be Curious
Best Practice #5

Mahler © 2021

How:
Now available- The 
Comprehensive Assessment 
of Interoceptive Awareness—
3rd Edition
• Subtest 1: The 

Interoceptive Awareness 
Interview

• Subtest 2: The Assessment 
of Self-Regulation

• Subtest 3: The Caregiver 
Questionnaire for 
Interoceptive Awareness

During: Be Curious
Best Practice #5

Mahler © 2021

Why: A curiosity approach has many benefits 
including:
• Helps us get closer to understanding a learner’s 

true experience
• Gain insights that allow us to provide supports 

that are a match for what they truly need
• Help learners feel seen, heard and better 

understood

During: Be Curious
Best Practice #5
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What: Validate all experiences, even if it is 
different than what you might expect

During: Honor & Validate the Learner’s Inner Experience
Best Practice #6

Mahler © 2021

How: 
• Explicitly teach:

– We all have different inner experiences
– There is no wrong way to feel

• Concretely show these differences through group-based 
interoception work

• Validate all responses. If it is different than what you expect, 
follow up with questions to gain more insight:
– You said your hands felt wiggly. Can you tell me more about 

that?
– You said that your lungs feel tight for all of these experiments. 

What does tight lungs mean to you?

During: Honor & Validate the Learner’s Inner Experience
Best Practice #6

Mahler © 2021

Why: Celebrating the uniqueness of the 
human experience can benefit all.
• The learner: Many learners need reassurance 

that what they feel is not wrong. They might have 
been accidentally taught the ‘right’ way to feel 
which wasn’t a match for their experience, so they 
have great sources of confusion and feeling like 
they are wrong (sad=low arousal; anxiety=high 
arousal)

• The supporter: the insights you gain will likely be 
pivotal in your ability to offer meaningful supports

During: Honor & Validate the Learner’s Inner Experience
Best Practice #6
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What: Provide interoception-based supports in a 
way that is a match for the learning style

During: Adapt supports to maximize success & access 
Best Practice #7

Mahler © 2021

How: 
Consider: what promotes the learner’s 
success in other areas & use this information 
to enhance the interoception supports:

– If a learner benefits from visual supports, then 
increase the visual supports provided

– If the learner benefits from incorporating their 
favorite character, then include their favorite 
character

– If the learner communicates using an alternative 
form of communication, then embed their work 
in their communication system. 

During: Adapt supports to maximize success & access 
Best Practice #7

Mahler © 2021

How: 
Course Handout

During: Adapt supports to maximize success & access 
Best Practice #7
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Why: Interoception-based supports are important 
for everyone.
• There are infinite ways to adapt the 

interoception-based supports in order to 
maximize learning. 
– Be creative. 
– Expect wins and failures. 
– Learn from your mistakes. 
– Stay true to best practices presented today

During: Adapt supports to maximize success & access 
Best Practice #7

Mahler © 2021

What: Incorporate play into the interoception-
based supports--yes even for adults ;)

During: Be playful & have fun
Best Practice #8

Mahler © 2021

How: 
Consider: what does the learner enjoy? How does the 
leaner enjoy playing? Use this information to guide 
how you present the supports.

– If a learner loves science, then create a Focus Area 
Experiment Lab, create hypothesis about how your nose 
might feel prior to each experiment and test your 
hypothesis 

– If the learner loves animals, incorporate an animal
theme into the Focus Area Experiments (‘capture’ 
stuffed animals and run them to safety across the 
room—how do your feet feel when running, how does 
your heart feel, lungs, hands feel when holding the 
animal)

During: Be playful & have fun
Best Practice #8
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Why: While interoception-based supports are 
important and have serious outcomes, enjoying 
the interoception journey can be helpful to ‘keep us 
going’ especially on the hard days.

During: Adapt supports to maximize success & access 
Best Practice #8

Module 
Outline

7 Lessons from our 
Interoception Journey
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Lessons From Our Interoception Journey 
Kelly Mahler OTD, OTR/L 

 
  

Lesson 1: 
There is no wrong way to feel.  

 

• We all have unique inner experiences.  
• The way one person’s body feels in a certain situation is different 

than the way another person’s body feels in the same situation.  
• We are all correct in our experience 

Lesson 2: 
We all have unique ways of 
describing/expressing our inner 
experiences. 

 

• The way we each express how we feel is uniquely different. 
Expression might be through actions, words, etc. 

• Body sensations may be experienced in words, shapes, colors, 
vibrations, patterns, actions, etc. 

• We need to get better at understanding each other   

Lesson 3: 
Labeling another person’s emotions is 
often not helpful. 

 

• It is difficult to accurately understand another’s inner 
experience especially between 2 different neurotypes 

• Rather than label, nurture inner curiosity 
• Seek to gain insights and understand another person’s inner 

experience 
Lesson 4: 
Use emotion words with caution. 

 

• Emotion words may have little meaning. Start with body 
signals. They can help to give concrete meaning to emotion 
words 

• A learner may have a different way of sorting out their inner 
body signals (e.g., this pattern equals ‘I need food’)  

Lesson 5:  
Not knowing how you feel is okay.  

• Not knowing how you feel is a more universal experience than 
what is advertised by “experts” 

• It can be helpful to get clearer on how you feel, but this stuff 
is messy and hard! 

Lesson 6: 
Not wanting to feel is okay.  

• Not wanting to feel is a very protective strategy in many cases 
• We want to offer the opportunity to add to a person’s 

protective strategies, helping a person ‘feel’ if they so choose 

Lesson 7:  
It is important to honor what your 
body needs to be comfortable (even 
at the expense of not pleasing other 
people!).  
 
 

 

• Undoing years of compliance training is hard work, but 
important for interoception growth: 

o You don’t need permission to take a break 
o You don’t need to seek a break in a way that is deemed 

appropriate by others 
o Feel free to be yourself and seek what you uniquely 

need for comfort 
o You should never need to earn your comfort 
o You should never need to apologize for dysregulation 

 
 

Course Handout

Mahler © 2021

There is no wrong 
way to feel

Lesson 1

• We all have unique inner experiences.

• The way one person’s body feels in a certain 
situation is different than the way another person’s 
body feels in the same situation. 

• We are all correct in our experience 
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We all have unique 
ways of describing/

expressing our 
inner experiences.

Lesson 2

• The way we each express how we feel is 
uniquely different. Expression might be in actions, 
words, etc.

• Body sensations may be experienced in words, 
shapes, colors, vibrations, patterns, actions, etc.

• We need to get better at understanding each 
other 

Mahler © 2021

Labeling another 
person’s emotions 
is often not helpful.

Lesson 3

• It is difficult to accurately understand another’s 
inner experience especially between 2 different 
neurotypes

• Rather than label, nurture inner curiosity

• Seek to gain insights and understand another 
person’s inner experience 

Mahler © 2021

Use emotion 
words with 

caution.

Lesson 4

• Emotion words may have little meaning. Start 
with body signals. They can help to give concrete 
meaning to emotion words

• A learner may have a different way of sorting out 
their inner body signals (e.g., this pattern equals ‘I 
need food’) 
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Not knowing how 
you feel is okay. 

Lesson 5

• Not knowing how you feel is a more universal 
experience than what is advertised by “experts”

• It can be helpful to get clearer on how you feel, 
but this stuff is messy and hard! 

Mahler © 2021

Not wanting to 
feel is okay. 

Lesson 6

• Not wanting to feel is a very protective strategy in 
many cases

• We want to offer the opportunity to add to a 
person’s protective strategies, helping a person 
‘feel’ if they so choose 

Mahler © 2021

It is important to 
honor what your 
body needs to be 
comfortable (even 
at the expense of 
not pleasing other 

people!). 

Lesson 7

Undoing years of compliance training is hard work, 
but important to interoception growth:
• You don’t need permission to take a break
• You don’t need to seek a break in a way that is 

deemed appropriate by others
• Feel free to be yourself and seek what you 

uniquely need for comfort
• You should never need to earn your comfort
• You should never need to apologize for 

dysregulation
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Module 
Outline

Conclusion + Q&A 

Mahler © 2021

Where to find more information
Sneak Peek-What is coming next year?

2022 Monthly Live Online Courses
www.kelly-mahler.com

Month Topic + Featured Guest
January Eating Disorders and Autism 

w/ Kim Clairy
February Interoception for Management of Chronic Pain and Health 

Conditions 
w/ Emily Peelgrane + Jessica Spencer

March Using Interoception-Based Supports in a Variety of School-Based 
Settings
w/ Anna Vander Haeghe

April Adapting Interoception-Based Supports for Non-Speaking 
Learners: Case Studies
w/Judy Endow

May Topic TBD
w/ Mona Delahooke

June Sensory Comfort + Safety: The Foundation of Participation
w/Greg Santucci

All live courses 

include unlimited 

access to the 

recording for 2 

weeks.  

Mahler © 2021

Where to find more information
Sneak Peek-What is coming next year?

www.kelly-mahler.com

New Book:
50+
Mini

IA Builders

New Book: Membership Site 
Dedicated to Deeper 

Interoception 
Learning 
(Fall 2022)

-Group coaching 
-Live Q&A
-Case Studies
-Strategy Demonstrations
-Private Discussion Board
-Exclusive access to VodCast
-Early access to new 
interoception-based supports
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Where to find more information

www.kelly-mahler.com

Facebook-Interoception: The Eighth Sensory System

Mahler © 2021

Q & A

Your questions are important to us. If we don’t have
the chance to answer your question during this 

course, please feel free to post it to our FB group-
Interoception: The Eighth Sensory System or 

email us: info@kelly-mahler.com

http://www.kelly-mahler.com/
mailto:info@kelly-mahler.com

